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Artificial intelligence and machine learning in purchasing and supply management: A mixed-methods review of the state-of-the-art in literature and practice

ABSTRACT

Artificial intelligence and machine learning are key technologies for purchasing organizations worldwide and their usage is still in a nascent stage. This systematic review offers an overview of the state-of-the-art literature and practice, where 46 works meeting the inclusion criteria were interactively classified in 11 use case clusters. The work follows the content analysis approach where the material evaluation was empirically enriched with 20 interviews to assess the cluster’s business value and ease of implementation through triangulation. This is the first systematic review in the area of operations and supply chain management utilizing the Computer Classification System as the de facto standard in computer science for clarity in the terminology of these emerging technologies. In matching the literature search with the interview results, a mismatch was found between the reviewed literature and the expert’s assessments. For instance, the cluster cost analysis deserves higher research attention as well as supplier sustainability. Moreover, there seems to be a gap in the operational area, which many believe to be first considered due to data availability. The insights may guide researchers and executives to better understand the dynamic capabilities needed to successfully steer the organization in the transformation toward procurement 4.0.
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1. Introduction

Purchasing organizations, suppliers and partners produce massive quantities of data providing substantial potential for added value (Brinch, 2018), but this potential is often not yet fully exploited (Handfield et al., 2019; Flechsig et al., 2022). There is a need to evaluate, structure, and provide insights on the increasing research and practical activities of emerging artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML) technologies often mentioned in conjunction with the catchphrases Industry 4.0 and digital transformation with significant impact on procurement (Knight et al., 2022). The study reports on their potential applications, i.e., what are the emerging themes and current gaps for future research. This is significant because only a few public and private purchasing organizations have successfully integrated these evolving technologies into their operations and across their supply chains.

Next to general studies of big data analytics in operations and supply chain management, there are distinct reviews of AI and ML in the neighboring domains of production, and logistics; however, for the field of purchasing and supply management (PSM), there is not yet an exhaustive and systematic review published in a peer-reviewed journal. The closest work Guida et al. (2023) has recently been published in the Journal of Purchasing and Supply Management, where the current offerings of information technology providers are mapped to an established purchasing process model and directions for future research set out. In addition, Meyer and Henke (2023) developed ten general design principles for the application of artificial intelligence and machine learning technologies in procurement.

While other related works are structured around various terms of applied algorithms and explore their applications as well as strengths and weaknesses, the main objective of this inductive review is to explore literature and practice with a focus on relevant use cases that will not only have an impact on procurement operations, but also on the entire organization, external...
partners, and society. Thereby, this empirical mixed-method research aims to contribute to the current discussion of automation versus augmentation of these technologies for management research to develop theory and provide practice with sound advice (Raisch and Krakowski, 2021). Overall, practitioners and academics seek to understand which technologies perform what types of tasks and best address specific needs to increase procurement’s value proposition (Seyedghorban et al., 2020) leading to the research question:

- **RQ: What is the state-of-the-art in literature and practice of artificial intelligence and machine learning in purchasing and supply management?**

Following the paradigm of pragmatic science as advocated for instance by Tranfield et al. (2003), this work seeks to combine the rigor of a systematic review of the literature with relevant practical insights through twenty expert interviews from in total of seventeen different organizations in order to triangular the results. This work thereby offers an overview of the state-of-the-art literature and practice, whereby 46 works published in 30 different mediums meeting the inclusion criteria from 1989 to 2020 were classified into 11 procurement use case clusters. In seeking an answer to the research question, the engagement of different perspectives is necessary. Academic and practitioner data is thereby combined synergically to study the emergent, problematic phenomenon of the adoption of AI and ML in PSM because it appeals simultaneously to different communities of practice, each with its own institutional practices, wordings, definitions, routines, and publication outlets. As argued for instance by Simsek et al. (2018), the two knowledge systems can become complementary, if methodological rigor is meticulously applied.

The main contributions of this research are threefold: Firstly, this is the first known review at the cross-section of operations and supply chain management with computer science to apply the ontology of the Computing Classification System (CCS) of the Association for Computing Machinery (ACM) as the de facto standard to strengthen the comprehension for the coding, what types of technologies have been applied. Secondly, in matching the literature search with the interview results, a mismatch was found between the reviewed literature and the expert’s assessments. For example, the cluster cost analysis requires more research attention. Moreover, there seems to be a gap in the operational area, which many believe to be first considered due to data availability. Thirdly, the works meeting the inclusion criteria were mainly published in technical publications. Thus, this work intends to encourage scholars to publish their works in PSM-focused outlets to disseminate knowledge in this field and thereby create a stronger basis of common terminology.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows: The next section describes the theoretical background of the paper. Afterwards, the methodological approach is outlined. This is followed by content analysis from the material collection, descriptive analysis, to category selection with boundary conditions and common themes as well as the cluster evaluation through expert interviews. Then, the material evaluation is conducted along the strategic, tactical, and operational levels for both direct and indirect procurement. Finally, the results are discussed, and the conclusions are summarized with contributions to theory and practice as well as limitations and opportunities for future research.

2. **Theoretical background**

The digital transformation is not an end but must provide value to the organization to justify the investment. Dynamic capabilities theory is often applied to better understand digital technological adoption (Spina et al., 2016; Herold et al., 2022) while finding a strong fit between capabilities with the needs of the organization, especially in organizational environments of rapid change. The competitive advantage of firms is seen as based on distinctive processes, shaped by the assets of the organization, and the development paths it
has adopted (Teece et al., 1997). Purchasing is an essential operations and supply chain management process with a significant impact on the overall success of the organization across different sectors of the economy, as suppliers typically account for more than fifty percent of the generated value (Schuh et al., 2023).

The adoption of digital technologies in purchasing impacts its organization, processes, and capabilities. As the PSM function evolves from a former reactive and supportive stance into a more strategically embedded role with the organization actively managing the supply base, professional buyers need to embrace technological advancements (Bals et al., 2019; Flechsig et al., 2022). Yet, organizations face challenges in acquiring skilled personnel, addressing employee concerns, and cultivating a receptive culture (Meyer and Henke, 2023). Furthermore, practical reports from supply chain consultancies and industry associations highlight that although procurement has evolved to encompass strategic objectives like sustainability and innovation, shareholders and the management board still primarily emphasize its crucial role in cost management for the overall success of the organization (Kearney, 2021).

The procurement function has already seen advances in technological innovation, such as the introduction of electronic procurement and enterprise resource planning systems. However, the potential of the fourth industrial revolution may generate a new wave of digitalization (Bienhaus and Haddud, 2018). Following van Weele (2018), purchasing and supply management, also called procurement is recognized as the strategic approach to efficiently managing the upstream value chain, encompassing the planning and acquisition of an organization's present and future requirements. As pointed out for instance by Guida et al. (2023), recent advances in AI and ML technologies may not only automate and augment essential procurement processes, but also could have severe implications for how procurement organizations are structured and governed, buyers are hired, trained, and interact with external suppliers and internal stakeholders. This pertains to the “redefinition of the purchasing function, of the purchaser’s role, of supplier relationship management policy, and of interdepartmental collaboration” (Allal-Chérif et al., 2018, p. 69).

Most researchers agree that humans and computers possess complementary abilities that can enhance each other. If implemented well, leveraging the potential of artificial intelligence and machine learning technologies could become a major power factor in the future, especially in the interaction with external partners and thus buyer-supplier relationships (Nitsche et al., 2021a; Spreitzenbarth et al., 2022). For instance, one common design approach is to automatically learn by observing human behavior. The social network Facebook has used this approach to train autonomous negotiating agents with the unintended consequence that they learned to lie (Gratch, 2021). In addition, the models started to negotiate in their own language which has been compared to the way humans create abbreviations. This project was thus halted, but in late 2022, the research laboratory OpenAI trained a new generative pre-trained transformer language model called ChatGPT that has gained much scientific and popular interest but also continued criticism of inherent biases.

The historical roots of artificial intelligence can be dated back to a workshop at Dartmouth College in 1956 in the United States of America. Since then, there have been several waves of AI with high hopes but also disillusion of expectations, the so-called AI winters in the 1970s and 1990s (Russell and Norvig, 2020). The general understanding of artificial intelligence has shifted considerably over time, whereby scholars mostly have a common understanding of what constitutes artificial but differ in what is understood as intelligence. Thus, it is a widely used term yet characterized by preconceived notions and interpretations that relate to the idiosyncrasy of different fields (Cui et al., 2022b). The term machine learning was popularized by IBM researcher Arthur Samuel in 1959 working on a program that could play the board game checkers and is understood as typically understood as the study of computer algorithms that improve through experience using data (Russell and Norvig, 2020).
Literature seems to be divided on the question, of whether machine learning is an integral part of or standing as a separate field next to artificial intelligence. This study follows the understanding of the leading subject textbook by Russell and Norvig (2020) making a distinction between AI and ML in order to provide a more precise terminology and to distinguish more clearly between the different applied technologies. In addition, this work utilizes the CCS visualized in Fig. 5 whereby AI and ML are both part of computing methodologies as computer-assisted analysis and processing of problems in a particular area (Pagliari et al., 2005), where about sixty percent of the articles meeting the inclusion criteria of this review can be attributed to machine learning. To enrich the review with relevant practical insights from the interviews, power quotes are inserted throughout the study as below where some have been slightly adjusted for better readability.

When asked about their understanding of these technologies, expert V from Germany said: “Many talk about imitation of human minds, but human mind is very complex. I associate AI with solving complex problems and automation that try to solve problems like a human using a machine.” Expert XV from China said: “Let a machine think and act like humans. The technology has the potential to reduce costs, improve quality, and automate decisions.”

Artificial intelligence and machine learning techniques are typically separated from robotics process automation which may be pictured as a software robot that, for example, transfers information from an enterprise resource planning system to a disjoint contract management system (Schulze-Horn et al., 2020). For instance, Flechsig et al. (2022) studied their potential as well as hurdles and success factors for implementation in terms of technological, organizational, and environmental readiness in procurement organizations. More generally, big data analytics involves the use of analytics to extract knowledge from large volumes of data, facilitating data-driven decision-making. It is commonly understood as an organizational information technology capability and refers to the ability to leverage analytics to achieve better performance (Gunasekaran et al., 2017). Most scholars agree that AI and ML in PSM are still in an early maturity stage (Bienhaus and Haddud, 2018; Schulze-Horn et al, 2020; Allal-Chérif et al., 2021; Nitsche et al., 2021a; Bodendorf et al., 2022; Cui et al., 2022a; Burger et al., 2023; Guida et al., 2023; Meyer and Henke, 2023) requiring further research and practical applications to make their potential accessible for procurement organizations.

3. Material and methods

As highly cited reviews within the field such as Brinch (2018), Nguyen et al. (2018), and Woschank et al. (2020), this inductive work follows the content analysis approach of Mayring (2014) with material collection entailing a process of search and delimitation of articles, descriptive analysis providing characteristics of the studied literature, and category selection aiming to construct a classification framework. Simsek et al. (2018) stressed that academics and practitioners see in diverse ways. In addition, Thomé et al. (2016) emphasized the significance of broadening the scope of research beyond keywords to ensure inclusivity, advocating to seek expert opinions and conduct both backward and forward snowball searches to enhance comprehensiveness in the search process. Hence, interviews with experts of different organizations have been conducted to evaluate the deducted use case clusters from the literature as well as enrich the review with practical insights in order to triangular the results as “it is a specific strength of content analysis that this method can combine qualitative approaches retaining rich meaning with powerful quantitative analyses” (Seuring and Gold, 2012, p. 546). Overall, this led to a mixed-methods research approach combining quantitative and qualitative aspects of both the systematic literature review and the expert interviews to find an answer to the research question.

The state-of-the-art artificial intelligence and machine learning in purchasing and supply management is arguably in a nascent phase, for this phase inductive theory building is proposed.
as appropriate by Durach et al. (2021), which offers an approach for stepwise theory building that avoids the so-called miner approach, which consists of mere descriptions or enumerations. Nascent applies to situations with highly limited understanding and agreement on the relevant phenomena and the connections between them. In addition, definitions are typically either nonexistent or inconsistent. This was evident since the initial keyword search of this review, whereby common definitions and terminology were found missing in the literature on AI and ML in PSM. An inductive review is iterative, moving between empirical findings, coding, and generalized propositions as an objective search for small-scale generalization. It may lead to the exploration of patterns asking what, why, and how questions with a conceptualization of theoretical constructs often with an invitation for further work on the phenomenon opened by the review (Durach et al., 2017).

3.1 PRISMA statement

The exploration of literature and practice is summarized in the figure below according to the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses statement (PRISMA), as utilized for instance by Bäckstrand et al. (2019), whereby the numbers of publications are shown in brackets.

![Fig. 1. Overview of the review process (own illustration based on Page et al., 2021).](image)

The work was carried out to extend theory following an inductive approach by making it “more dense by filling in what has been left out - that is by extending and refining its existing categories and relationships” (Pratt et al., 2006, p. 238). Due to the current nascent maturity stage, it was decided to exploratory go through the literature loosely tied with the Extended Purchasing Process as an established reference model, which is illustrated in Fig. 4 in order to find common denominations and headlines for grouping the chosen studies into research lines (Mayring, 2014; Thomé et al., 2016). Thereby, the coders each added open codes as needed and discussed with one another to obtain a consistent meaning across each researcher analyzing the data like Murfield et al. (2021). After discussing initial open codes, the researchers used axial coding across the themes that emerged throughout the analysis (McCracken, 1988).

Furthermore, inclusion criteria were iteratively devised as the literature was more fully understood. An established framework from the field of computer science was utilized as a clearly defined ontology with precise terminologies. Similarly, the Supply Chain Operations Reference (SCOR) model of the professional society Association for Supply Chain Management (ASCM) has been employed. Three independent coders classified the literature according to the CCS and the SCOR frameworks that were utilized as a demarcation guideline.
to focus on the supply function that was detailed by the concept of the strategic, tactical, and operational levels of procurement (van Weele, 2018; Vollmer et al., 2018) with an open investigation in search of main themes.

Still, even if the criteria are adequately designed, researchers may apply the criteria subjectively. Yet, the theoretically deduced scheme with predefined categories and precise definitions enhances the reliability of the coding and - together with detailed discussions within the research team - the internal validity of the findings (Durach et al., 2017). In addition, de-contextualization and abstraction of the content analysis outcomes allow for claiming a certain degree of generalization for the findings and hence external validity. The classification was discussed between the coders with an inter-rater agreement rate for measuring ex-post agreement between decoupled coders Cohen’s kappa of 0.88. Since a perfect agreement between coders can hardly be reached because interpretative elements bear a subjective element, it is still expected to be at least eighty percent (Mayring, 2014). When disagreements between coders occurred, they resorted to the article and included the third coder to resolve it.

In this process, 71 of the 349 identified works were excluded since they did not focus on AI and ML computing methodologies according to the CCS in version 7, 84 were excluded since they did not explicitly address supply issues according to the SCOR model in version 13, and in one instance when two articles by the same authors were seemingly similar, the later article was excluded. Thereof, there were 55 publications with a “Hirsch index” of at least 50 according to the “Scimago Journal and Country Rank” as of January 4th, 2022 applied similarly to Wynstra et al. (2019). The index expresses the number of articles h in the publication outlet that has received at least h citation, thereby quantifying both research productivity and scientific impact. This threshold was defined after conducting a sensitivity analysis. In addition, the Scimago database was found most comprehensive and was therefore chosen despite criticism of between-category comparability that is better accounted for in indexes such as “Source Normalized Impact per Paper” (Spina et al., 2016). Due to this criterion, the majority of included works are from journals with a few major conferences such as the International Joint Conference on Artificial Intelligence and cross-disciplinary scientific workshops organized by the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE).

Finally, 46 works from 1989 to 2020 remained having at least 10 citations according to Google Scholar correspondingly as of January 4th, 2022 applied similarly to the literature review Ni et al. (2020). Again, since Google Scholar was the most comprehensive source, it was utilized for the citation count over for instance Scopus despite its shortcomings in terms of adjusting the results based on previous searches. After examining other literature reviews in the field and carrying out a sensitivity analysis like with the publication outlet’s scientific impact criteria, the citation bar was set comparatively low since much research has been conducted recently but was still applied to ensure a baseline of academic reception of the work. Insights of recent papers that might be missed out due to the time lag of citations are at least referred to such as Allal-Chérif et al. (2021) and Cui et al. (2022a). Also, more than twenty percent of the screened works are popular contributions highlighting the practical interest. This grey literature is not included in the sample due to the inclusion criteria, however, when appropriate their insights are referenced in the material evaluation e.g., from technology providers such as Vollmer et al. (2018), Booth and Sharma (2019), and Papa et al. (2019).

3.2 Material collection

The keyword set was set up by examining other reviews in the extant literature on big data analytics in operations and supply chain management such as Gunasekaran et al. (2017), Li et al. (2017), and Woschank et al. (2020), prominent publications in the field, and the judgment of the authors in a brainstorming session as summarized in the PRISMA statement. Using more than one database to identify relevant literature contributes to preventing any research from
being missed and reducing any possible publication biases (Thomé et al., 2016; Durach et al., 2017). The search has been conducted with four commonly used databases similar to Brereton et al. (2007) and Nguyen et al. (2018), namely Emerald, IEEE Xplore, Google Scholar, and Science Direct between September 2nd and October 17th, 2020 based on the standard search engine settings, which typically contains metadata including title, abstract, and keywords.

According to Spina et al. (2016), the authors must scan and filter all articles of a wider set of publications before selecting and coding papers. However, when conducting the first examinations of the literature, not sufficient material with a distinct focus on AI and ML in PSM could be identified. Thus, the query keywords were first varied in different ways and several search databases were tried. In addition, no constraints were applied to publication time or mediums. The resulting search strings have been constructed using Boolean operators adapted to the syntax for each search base: (Artificial intelligence OR AI OR machine learning OR expert systems OR chat bot) AND (procurement OR purchasing OR sourcing OR savings OR supply management OR supplier OR category management OR buyer OR negotiation). Overall, the search results were similar across the databases with only a few relevant works that could be identified. This is likely because research seems to be in an early phase of maturity since there is evidently no common wording basis and publications can be found more often in broad technology-focused journals than in supply-focused journals.

In total, 71 articles were identified that served as the basis for forward and back searches to ensure an exhaustive review (Thomé et al., 2016; Durach et al., 2021) in addition to the sample of the authors and the interviewed experts leading to 349 articles. This led to a major finding of this review that there is still a lack of common definitions for the application of AI and ML in PSM. Finally, the completeness of the systematic search was reviewed on January 4th, 2022 by a control search based upon the classification framework described in the section category selection, where only four further works were identified and that also marks the cutoff date of the search. Although literature reviews are likely never complete, this provides some evidence that it has reached a certain degree of comprehensiveness.

3.3 Descriptive analysis

At the intersection of different domains, it can be challenging to determine, whether a paper should be reviewed in detail by using only titles, abstracts, and keywords (Brereton et al., 2007). Therefore, the identified publications were analyzed and discussed by three coders based on the iteratively refined coding scheme summarized in the table below. This descriptive analysis provides the reader with essential information about the literature sample. Categorical information is shown with the count of the final 46 works based on the inclusion criteria described in the PRISMA statement and of all 349 identified works along with the free-text categories listed at the bottom of the table.

Table 1
Overview coding scheme for the review of the literature.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category (if applicable following)</th>
<th>Type with publication count in declining order (meeting inclusion criteria/ all identified works)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Search base</td>
<td>Snowball (44/278), IEEE Xplore (1/31), Google Scholar (1/24), Science Direct (0/10), Emerald (0/6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication class</td>
<td>Academic (46/263), popular (0/86)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication type</td>
<td>Journal (43/166), Conference (3/76), white paper (0/47), blog (0/30), thesis (0/12), book (0/9), press release (0/5), video (0/4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication domain (adapted from Spina et al., 2016)</td>
<td>Information systems (21/97), operations and supply chain management (16/87), management (6/129), purchasing and supply management (3/25), marketing (0/6), law (0/5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author gender</td>
<td>Male (40/262), female (6/65), no classification (0/22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industry (United Nations, 2008)</td>
<td>No specific reference to industry (21/218), manufacturing (10/67), transportation and storage (6/22), construction (4/11), retail (4/10), public (1/12), others (6/0), agriculture (0/6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data source (adapted from Seyedian and Mafakheri, 2020)</td>
<td>Historical data company (39/231), simulation data (3/5), data based on other studies (2/75), historical data public (1/16), expert judgments (1/13), historical data laboratory (0/9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data type (Ni et al., 2020)</td>
<td>Supplier data (37/235), manufacturing data (5/17), demand data (3/31), sensor data (1/2), customer data (0/43), product data (0/11), sales data (0/6), inventory data (0/4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational type (adapted from Spina et al., 2016)</td>
<td>Large enterprise (24/167), non-specific (18/158), public (4/20), small and medium-sized enterprises (0/3), NxO (0/1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study context (Spina et al., 2016)</td>
<td>Exploratory (36/307), theory building (10/42), theory testing (0/0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research method (adapted from Spina et al., 2016)</td>
<td>Model building (25/102), case study (15/151), simulation (3/5), conceptual (2/26), literature review (0/52), Delphi (1/3), survey (0/5), interviews (0/3), design science (0/1), experiment (0/1), replication study (0/0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theories (adapted from Spina et al., 2016, refined with Tate et al., 2022)</td>
<td>No theory mentioned (33/307), fuzzy inference theory (6/11), transaction cost economics (3/10), game theory (3/3), Dempster-Shafer theory (1/1), Resource-based view (0/4), information processing theory (0/3), rough set theory (0/3), dynamic capabilities (0/2), social network theory (0/2), utility theory (0/1), agency theory (0/1), paradox theory (0/1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analytics Maturity Framework level (Gartner, 2018)</td>
<td>Level 4 predictive analytics (26/162), level 3 prescriptive analytics (14/48), level 2 diagnostic analytics (4/72), level 1 descriptive analytics (2/67)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology category</td>
<td>ML (25/110), AI (21/167), general (0/71)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comments by reviewing ACM database</td>
<td>No similar works found (23/269), similar to AI/ML (10/34), classified as AI/ML (8/22), overruled (5/11), classified as general (0/9), in the database without classification (0/3), similar to general (0/1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCS function (ACM, 2012)</td>
<td>Machine learning approaches (19/56), knowledge representation and reasoning (15/59), distributed artificial intelligence (5/25), learning paradigms (3/27), machine learning algorithms (2/23), control methods (1/6), learning settings (1/4), no classification since general or duplicate (0/72), theoretical foundations of artificial intelligence (0/57), search methodologies (0/9), planning and scheduling (0/7), natural language processing (0/3), computer vision (0/1), cross-validation (0/0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCOR function (ASCM, 2020)</td>
<td>Source (46/236), enable (0/75), plan (0/16), make (0/13), deliver (0/6), return (0/3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procurement type</td>
<td>Tactical (31/204), strategic (9/102), operational (5/30), no classification since not focused on procurement or duplicate (0/113)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use case cluster</td>
<td>Supplier selection (11/46), automated negotiation (8/17), supplier pre-qualification (6/10), procurement strategy (5/72), negotiation support (4/18), strategic supplier management (3/28), cost analysis (3/12), ordering (2/14), supplier evaluation (2/8), no classification since not focused on procurement or duplicate (0/113)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criteria fulfilled?</td>
<td>No (0/303), yes (46/46)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As summarized in the preceding table, most works meeting the inclusion criteria do not explicitly mention applied theories, but several works are theoretically based on fuzzy logic, transaction cost economics, and game theory. In addition, a number of works distinctly focus on concrete applications in particular of manufacturing, transportation, and construction but
most works are rather abstract and not directed toward the particulars of specific use cases or industries. The organizational setting for most of the research is on larger organizations in general, while some focus specifically on public procurement. Yet, no work meeting the inclusion criteria was conducted in small and medium-sized enterprises or non-profit and non-government organizations denoted with NxO in the table above.

The main data sources are historical data from companies, simulation data, secondary data, and expert judgments. Many authors come from the United States of America, the Netherlands, Australia, Iran, and the Greater China region based on the author's organization, e.g., the National Taiwan University of Science and Technology with three publications. There are only a few authors with two works meeting the inclusion criteria: K. L. Choy, W. B. Lee, and V. Lo from the Hong Kong Polytechnic University, and C. Wu from Xiamen University working with D. Barnes from the University of Westminster. The most cited work Kuo et al. (2010) combines sustainability and supplier selection based on a machine learning technique. Thereof, only six works have a female lead author. During the systematic analysis of the literature, the cross-authorship was analyzed. However, due to the diversity of authors and institutions in almost twenty countries, no further insights were gained - just like by the cross-analysis of keywords and abstracts. Furthermore, the most common keywords are supplier selection, supply chain management, neural network, case-based reasoning, artificial intelligence, machine learning, artificial neural network, Bayesian network, and data envelopment analysis.

The main research methods are case studies, followed by model building, and simulation. However, no replication study was identified in the review indicating a gap in theory-building work in this evolving field. In addition, no study was identified focusing on ethical questions or their impact on organizational performance. The number of publications of each outlet is illustrated with the colorings of the bars representing the research methods in the figure below. Overall, there is a wide spread of 30 different mediums mostly from technical-oriented journals and the wider operations and supply chain management field, i.e., Expert Systems with Applications, International Journal of Production Economics, and the Journal of Supply Chain Management. Surprisingly, no work meeting the inclusion criteria was published when the literature search was conducted in the Journal of Purchasing and Supply Management or Supply Chain Management: An International Journal.
Fig. 2. Overview of publication mediums of the works meeting the inclusion criteria.

Time analysis has been performed on the use case clusters as well as the sub-dimensions of AI and ML with different temporal buckets. However, there were no major findings other than the overall rising trend with both more diversity in applications and applied algorithms. Thus, the works were segmented into five-year periods also known as lustrums as by Wynstra et al. (2019) or Suurmond et al. (2023) illustrated in the figure below. The bars represent the publication number of the strategic, tactical, and operational levels of procurement, whereby the grey line symbolizes AI and the yellow line ML technologies. As of submitting this work, the last lustrum is likely to continue the constantly rising trend of the increasing number of publications of the last years.

Fig. 3. Number of publications of AI and ML in PSM in temporal buckets.

The works meeting the inclusion criteria are spanning 32 years from 1989 until 2020. The literature elaboration was not restricted to commencing at a certain point in time but before the 1989 article by Matwin et al. about an expert system for negotiation support, not much research that pertains sufficiently to AI and ML in PSM could be identified during the systematic search.
Some may argue that an over thirty-year-old paper on this topic might be outdated. However, during the literature analysis, it was evident that the earlier works provided valuable insights that are still relevant to readers today. In addition, as described in the theoretical background, the recent technological advancement of AI and ML is not a new phenomenon but rather a reemergence of a prominent set of technologies connected with high hopes but also deeply ingrained fears.

As illustrated above, there seems to be a gap in the operational area, which many believe to be first considered due to data availability, analytical maturity, and data quality (Vollmer et al., 2018; Ziegler et al., 2019; Chui et al., 2022; Mittal et al., 2022). Most articles can be attributed to machine learning with about sixty percent of publications and citations according to the CCS while works not focused on AI or ML were categorized as general, e.g., robotic process automation. Moreover, as summarized in Table 1 above, several CCS classes have seldom been applied so far in purchasing and supply management such as cross-validation, computer vision, or planning and scheduling.

3.4 Category selection

Structural dimensions and analytical categories constitute the classification framework. Categories are derived from the material under investigation, employing an iterative process of category building, testing, and restating by contrasting and comparing the categories and the underlying data (Mayring, 2014).

Firstly, the Supply Chain Operations Reference model has been utilized as a process-oriented framework for academic analysis for instance in Brinch (2018) and Chehbi-Gamoura et al. (2019). It describes six primary operations and supply chain management activities, whereby the supply function is understood as processes that procure goods and services to meet demand (ASCM, 2020). This general understanding is detailed using the strategic, tactical, and operational levels of procurement as the starting point for the search for common themes as described in the methodological section. Thereby, 11 clusters were iteratively created, discarded, and rephrased by reading through the literature and discussions among the coders to find common denominators (Mayring, 2014; Thomé et al., 2016) along these dimensions:

- Strategic level with procurement strategy, strategic supplier management, and supplier sustainability
- Tactical level with supplier pre-qualification, cost analysis, negotiation support, automated negotiation, and supplier selection
- Operational level with risk monitoring, ordering, and supplier evaluation

One model that is commonly utilized to depict major procurement processes is the Extended Purchasing Process as a wheel of iterative processes with supplier relationship and performance management in its midst (van Weele, 2018). It describes source on top of the wheel that encompasses strategic and tactical activities, from spend and demand analysis until contracting - as well as operational purchase-to-pay activities, which start with the search and financial requisition approval for specific purchasing items and conclude with the payment to the selected suppliers. This abstraction of in practice diverse procurement tasks and procedures is not unique in combining strategic, tactical, and operational activities but other comparable reference models are less detailed in terms of the specific activities. In the figure below, the identified use case clusters are mapped to the Extended Purchasing Process model with the strategic level in light grey coloring, the tactical level in orange coloring, and the operational level in light yellow coloring.
Secondly, according to the Computing Classification System as an up to six-tiered hierarchical ontology, AI and ML are sub-categories of computing methodologies as computer-assisted analysis and processing of problems in a particular area. Ontologies are modular representations of knowledge and are well-established in computer science. The CCS has been applied as a classifier for digital libraries such as by ACM or CiteSeerX and in some technical literature reviews like Frolov et al. (2020).

The tiered structure of the ontology is visualized below, which highlights the level 3 classes of artificial intelligence and machine learning.

There are thirteen level 1 and eight level 2 classes for computing methodologies. Artificial intelligence includes the following eight level 3 classes with their respective level 4 classes:

- Natural language processing with speech recognition, machine translation, and information extraction among others
- Knowledge representation and reasoning with vagueness and fuzzy logic, probabilistic reasoning, and semantic networks among others
- Planning and scheduling with planning under uncertainty and multi-agent planning among others
- Search methodologies with game tree search, randomized research, and heuristic function construction among others
- Control methods with motion path planning and computational control theory among others
- Theoretical foundations of AI (abbreviated for philosophical/theoretical foundations of artificial intelligence) with cognitive science and theory of mind
- Distributed artificial intelligence with multi-agent systems, intelligent agents, and mobile agents among others
- Computer vision with computer vision problems

Machine learning includes these five level 3 classes with their respective level 4 classes:

- Learning paradigms with supervised learning, unsupervised learning, and reinforcement learning among others
- Learning settings with batch learning and learning from implicit feedback among others
- Machine learning approaches with classification and regression trees, neural networks, and Markov decision processes among others
- Machine learning algorithms with ensemble methods, regularization, and feature selection among others
- Cross-validation

Out of the 46 included works, eight were directly classified with pronounced confidence based upon the “ACM Guide to Computing Literature” with over three million mainly technical entries, whereby most are already CCS categorized. For another ten publications, the review of the ACM Digital Library provided additional confidence to the coders. In cases when a work has several, in terms of the inclusion criteria conflicting categorizations, the coders referred to the category weighting as well as to the full text to confirm their assessment as shown in the PRISMA statement in Fig. 1. In five instances, the classification of the work in the ACM database was not followed after intensive discussions between the coders. Finally, during the coding, especially the CCS level 4 classes were found useful by the coders. Yet, if detailed definitions were added to the instructions on how to classify with the CCS, it could be even more helpful for scholars in other fields as computing science is becoming ubiquitous.

3.5 Triangulate results

Based upon the research question and the first exploration of the literature, an interview guideline was developed to conduct semi-structured interviews that generally work well in high-uncertainty situations with open-ended questions (McCracken, 1988; Mayring, 2014). In total, twenty-nine persons were invited, whereof twenty interviews were conducted from in total seventeen different organizations between October 19th, 2020 and March 24th, 2021 to enrich, compare, and contrast the findings from the analysis of the literature.

The interviewees were purposely selected to choose information-rich cases concentrating on procurement executives, AI and ML technical experts as well as procurement analytics specialists expected to have both the domain expertise and the technological toolbox to assess the clusters, whereby one interview was conducted per case online taking between 45 and 60 minutes by at least two researchers. The interviews took place amid the coronavirus pandemic disrupting supply chains worldwide but also fostering digitalization initiatives, which may have skewed the assessment more toward supply chain resilience and transparency factors. The sample includes a variety of different professional backgrounds in terms of organizational type,
country headquarters, and number of employees as well as level of hierarchy as summarized in Table B.1. In addition, further factors were taken into consideration such as age and gender to capture a holistic picture of diverse points of view. Moreover, sampling bias and selection bias were remedied by involving multiple researchers (Seuring and Gold, 2012). Also, non-responsive bias was addressed by follow-ups and iteratively, purposefully selecting further experts until saturation in the interview assessment was reached.

The technological adoption of digital technologies can be approached from the consideration of the feasibility or technical difficulty, and the use case or value to the business. Most technology acceptance models propose that several factors influence the decision about how and when users will apply it, notably perceived usefulness and perceived easefulness (Davis, 1989). As part of the expert interviews, a quantitative assessment of the derived use case clusters from the literature has been conducted in order to triangulate the results. The summary statistics are shown in the table below along with their standard deviations $\sigma$ and average values $\mu$. A definition of each of the clusters was provided in the interview guideline with the expert interview invitation along with the sub-dimensions of business value composed of financial value, customer value, and strategic value as well as ease of implementation composed of input data, know-how, and change effort adapting an approach of a consultancy report on the topic by Ziegler et al. (2019).

Table 2
Summary statistics of the use case cluster assessments in the expert interviews.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster</th>
<th>$\sigma$</th>
<th>Business Value</th>
<th>Ease of implementation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Financial</td>
<td>Customer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procurement strategy</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategic supplier management</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplier sustainability</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplier pre-qualification</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost analysis</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negotiation support</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automated negotiation</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplier selection</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk monitoring</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ordering</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplier evaluation</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma$</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The coding and analysis were conducted by the same three researchers as of the literature analysis using a selective protocol as the interviews had an open, narrative character and the researchers were interested in specific topics of the interview guideline depending on the experience of the interviewee (McCracken, 1988). Afterward, the interview notes were sent to the interviewees for review and potential elaboration in case of misunderstandings, whereupon one expert added specific details. Others provided additional references to literature and
practical applications that arose during the interview session. The guideline and anonymized interviewee list in chronological order are provided in the Appendices.

Thomé et al. (2016) highlight that research outcomes can be standardized using statistical methods, allowing for their transformation into a unified metric. To match the research activity with the results of use case assessments in the expert interviews, the following equations were used to create Fig. 6 in the discussion section. Firstly, the research activity has been calculated by multiplying the number of publications of the use case cluster by the number of citations.

**Equation 1**

**Research activity of the use case clusters.**

\[
\forall \text{clusters } c \text{ and publications } p: \text{number of } p \times \sum_{p=1}^{q} \text{ citations of } p
\]

Secondly, the aggregated expert assessment of each use case cluster can be calculated by the three sub-dimensions of the business value and ease of implementation. In total six assessed aspects were given equal weights in the formula below as the evaluation of different use cases can be approached by considering their potential business value as well as their implementation, maintenance effort, and data availability. In addition, it was apparent in the expert interviews that the sub-dimensions are fairly balanced, and not one factor is decisive over the others as summarized in Table 2 above.

**Equation 2**

**Attractiveness of the use case clusters.**

\[
\forall \text{clusters } c \text{ and interviews } v: \frac{(\text{financial+customer+strategic})+(\text{input+knowhow+change})}{6}
\]

Thirdly, the mean of Equation 1 and Equation 2 above is taken respectively and for each cluster, the deviation from the mean \( \mu \) is calculated in terms of their standard deviation \( \sigma \).

**Equation 3**

**Calculating the standard deviation for all clusters.**

\[
\forall \text{clusters } c: f(c) = f(\mu) \frac{f(c)-\mu}{\sigma}
\]

Lastly, the mixed-method review started with the data search, whereby the coding scheme and the interview guideline were developed and continuously improved when the first data exploration and the interviews took place simultaneously in an iterative process. The research thereby started with a broad term of artificial intelligence, which is still apparent in the semi-structured interview protocol. Following open science principles, the data from the analysis of the literature and the interviews can be found under a Creative Commons license as data references for future research with publication. Thereby, no specialist software was used other than Microsoft Office tools and in-depth discussions among the coders. In addition, natural language processing technologies have only been used to improve the writing for better readability, such as checking grammar and spelling.

4. Material evaluation

The material is described along the strategic, tactical, and operational dimensions as outlined in the methodology with empirical insights from the conducted expert interviews and relevant popular studies. The procurement use case cluster and Computing Classification System class of the 46 works meeting the inclusion criteria are marked with bold script in this section.

4.1 Strategic level

Prominent strategic use cases are, for instance, influencing make or buy decisions, accessing supplier innovations, and conducting portfolio analyses that cluster around
procurement strategy, strategic supplier management, and supplier sustainability. Artificial intelligence and machine learning "applications can help PSM to realize its role as a value driver in the company, as operational processes can be automated and strategic processes can be supported" (Meyer and Henke, 2023, p. 2). The strategic works meeting the inclusion criteria are enlisted in alphabetical order by cluster, the applied research method, and the Computer Classification System level 3 categorization in the table beneath.

**Table 3**  
Overview of the strategical works meeting the inclusion criteria.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster</th>
<th>Publication</th>
<th>Research method (adapted from Spina et al., 2016)</th>
<th>CCS class (ACM, 2012)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Procurement strategy</td>
<td>Abolbashari et al. (2018)</td>
<td>Case study</td>
<td>Knowledge representation and reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cheung et al. (2004)</td>
<td>Model building</td>
<td>Distributed artificial intelligence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Choi et al. (2018)</td>
<td>Simulation</td>
<td>Knowledge representation and reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Veit et al. (2017)</td>
<td>Case study</td>
<td>Learning settings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategic supplier management</td>
<td>Cavalcante et al. (2019)</td>
<td>Simulation</td>
<td>Learning paradigms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Choy et al. (2002)</td>
<td>Case study</td>
<td>Machine learning approaches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pournader et al. (2019)</td>
<td>Case study</td>
<td>Machine learning approaches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplier sustainability</td>
<td>Kuo et al. (2010)</td>
<td>Model building</td>
<td>Machine learning approaches</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Starting with the **procurement strategy**, an example is the deployment of a fuzzy cognitive map as **knowledge representation and reasoning** to prioritize requisitions in the public sector in Russia (Choi et al., 2018). A prototypical system has been implemented with a multinational manufacturer utilizing an agent-oriented and knowledge-based system as **distributed artificial intelligence** (Cheung et al., 2004). Furthermore, the German industrial corporation Siemens built a recommender system for prioritized activities to carry out and learns from the decisions by the team to suggest better actions in the future (Straub, 2019). In general, an intelligent procurement assistant like an enterprise version of ChatGPT could provide a relevant value proposition, such as advising the chief procurement officer to structure the organization based on data or supporting commodity managers to decide whether to rely on a single source or employ multiple-supplier strategies. The interviewees highlighted forecasting spanning sales, procurement, and production functions. This could be applied for instance in the aftermarket, to decide which machinery tools should be kept at the supplier side. In addition, Bayesian networks as **knowledge representation and reasoning** have been applied to procurement performance measurement (Abolbashari et al., 2018). Case-based reasoning systems as **machine learning approaches** have been applied in various settings improving the effectiveness and efficiency of decision-making (Lorin, 1997). A combination of lean management and machine learning has improved medicine purchasing in a hospital case study (Jordon et al., 2019). The German technology provider Celonis is combining process mining with machine learning, i.e., **learning settings** for preparing conformance reviews (Veit et al., 2017). This could be applied, e.g., in the auditing of public procurement organizations (Deloitte, 2020). Similarly, automatic process checks can be utilized to systematically scan for patterns that are associated with price cartels for fraud detection (Guida et al., 2023) or more generally process anomalies such as maverick buying or finding bottlenecks in the value chain.
When asked about data, expert IX stated: “We often work with qualitatively bad data and not much data at all. Digitalization must be seen end-to-end; it is not just having an intranet and a laptop instead of a fax machine (...). Often data is collected several times without knowledge from the other silos and with very different approaches and partners.”

As for strategic supplier management, linking production data with the supplier network can be a differentiator for flexible production systems enabling use cases such as automated negotiation of excess demand while ensuring supply. Case-based reasoning systems as machine learning approaches utilize vague and imprecise information when it is necessary to make decisions in situations under high uncertainty in a case study at the Hong Kong subsidiary of the industrial consortium Honeywell (Choy et al., 2002). Spend visibility can be an important tool to connect strategic data on supplier development, tactical data on tendering, and operational data from ordering. Machine learning and simulation can be combined to create digital supply chain twins using learning paradigms (Cavalcante et al., 2019). In addition, natural language processing can be used to augment supply chain maps with supplier information. Data sharing and data integration with supply chain partners may lead to more data with a higher degree of data quality, i.e., through partnerships with key suppliers (Nitsche et al., 2021b), i.e., an algorithm anonymously collects data to train a common predictive model for better inventory management. Moreover, sentiment analysis can be used to gain more insights into suppliers (Booth and Sharma, 2019). Finally, in a case study in the banking industry, a slacks-based measure that determines the degree of inefficiency of a decision-making unit relative to a benchmark group has been incorporated into hybrid network data envelopment analysis models as machine learning approaches to examine the impact of outsourcing on organizational performance (Pournader et al., 2019). Hybrid stands for combining different techniques to solve a problem, for example, a data-driven model may be put together with a theoretically derived model.

When asked about their experience with AI and ML, expert XIII from Germany stated: “Currently often proof of concepts only, for instance with image recognition, search algorithms, and text processing. Work with small solutions with exiting technology and successfully build upon it. As an example, there are interesting applications of target automation utilizing benchmarking. Building on this solution, we can do next with this data and extend this solution. We have about one million general procurement tenders with text data from offers as well as of requirements document, e.g., are there confidential information included, is the specification well enough described, or too specific towards one supplier? Thereby through this German step-by-step approach with incremental steps, you can take your customer with you on this journey.”

Thirdly, supplier sustainability is gaining importance as more people consider where the materials originate, e.g., for batteries of electric vehicles or interior leather design. For example, the German automotive manufacturer Porsche introduced a sustainability rating and is using natural language understanding to identify potential violations of sustainability principles at an early stage. In addition, Prewave a start-up from Austria helps organizations track human rights abuses, corruption, and environmental pollution, not only within direct business partnerships but also at the lower tiers of the supply chain (Gräve, 2021). In addition, green supplier selection models have been developed, for instance, a neural network combined with data envelopment analysis and analytic network process. These hybrid methods of different machine learning approaches may consider both traditional selection criteria and environmental regulations, as applied in a case study at a global electronics manufacturer (Kuo et al., 2010). Overall, sustainability was one of the use cases with a stark difference in opinion in the interviews. While see its business value mainly in marketing purposes, other experts highlight the potential to reduce total costs. Artificial intelligence and machine learning techniques for supplier sustainability is an important topic that needs further research, due to
relatively few publications and the current public interest. This aligns well with the recent call for papers by the Journal of Purchasing and Supply Management “Digitalization for Sustainable Purchasing and Supply Chain Management”.

4.2 Tactical level

Comparatively many publications can be attributed to supplier pre-qualification, cost analysis, negotiation support, automated negotiation, and supplier selection. Earlier surveys such as Tata Consultancy Services (2016) show that these emerging technologies have already been adopted to automate sourcing processes, for example by recommending new potential suppliers in public and private organizations worldwide.

### Table 4
Overview of the tactical works meeting the inclusion criteria.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster</th>
<th>Publication</th>
<th>Research method (adapted from Spina et al., 2016)</th>
<th>CCS class (ACM, 2012)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Supplier pre-qualification</td>
<td>Choy et al. (2003)</td>
<td>Case study</td>
<td>Machine learning approaches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lam et al. (2011)</td>
<td>Case study</td>
<td>Machine learning approaches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jain et al. (2014)</td>
<td>Model building</td>
<td>Learning paradigms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Khoo et al. (1998)</td>
<td>Model building</td>
<td>Knowledge representation and reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Plebankiewicz (2009)</td>
<td>Model building</td>
<td>Knowledge representation and reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wu and Barnes (2012)</td>
<td>Model building</td>
<td>Machine learning approaches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chou et al. (2015)</td>
<td>Case study</td>
<td>Machine learning approaches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Degraeve et al. (2004)</td>
<td>Case study</td>
<td>Knowledge representation and reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negotiation support</td>
<td>Carbonneau et al. (2008)</td>
<td>Model building</td>
<td>Machine learning approaches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Matwin (1989)</td>
<td>Model building</td>
<td>Knowledge representation and reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Schulze-Horn et al. (2020)</td>
<td>Delphi</td>
<td>Machine learning algorithms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sim et al. (2009)</td>
<td>Model building</td>
<td>Distributed artificial intelligence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automated negotiation</td>
<td>Baarslag et al. (2017)</td>
<td>Conceptual</td>
<td>Distributed artificial intelligence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Guo et al. (2009)</td>
<td>Model building</td>
<td>Machine learning approaches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hindriks and Tykhonov (2008)</td>
<td>Model building</td>
<td>Distributed artificial intelligence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lin et al. (2011)</td>
<td>Model building</td>
<td>Knowledge representation and reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Moosmayer et al. (2013)</td>
<td>Case study</td>
<td>Machine learning approaches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Oliver (1996)</td>
<td>Case study</td>
<td>Machine learning approaches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Son et al. (2014)</td>
<td>Model building</td>
<td>Knowledge representation and reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplier selection</td>
<td>Ferreira and Borenstein (2012)</td>
<td>Simulation</td>
<td>Knowledge representation and reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hosseini and Barker</td>
<td>Case study</td>
<td>Knowledge representation and reasoning</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Learning paradigms generally work well for evaluating criteria at the supplier pre-qualification stage (Jain et al., 2014). For instance, fuzzy neural networks as machine learning approaches were built for construction projects in Hong Kong (Lam et al., 2011). The cycle time was reduced by hybrid case-based reasoning and neural networks as machine learning approaches to benchmark potential suppliers (Choy et al., 2003). Pre-qualification with knowledge representation and reasoning makes it possible to admit only viable contractors for tendering considering past performance, key capabilities, and financial standing (Plebankiewicz, 2009). Early research has used a Java template with knowledge representation and reasoning to crawl the web for prospective suppliers to determine if they can supply the requisitions according to the specifications (Khoo et al., 1998). Hybrid machine learning approaches have been applied using fuzzy set theory with radial basis function neural networks to classify potential partners (Wu and Barnes, 2012). The tender design can be pre-configured through natural language understanding of the specifications, i.e., to optimize the bidder’s list. This is applied for instance in the Volkswagen Group, which deploys machine learning approaches to suggest possible suppliers to the buyers (Hülsbömer, 2019).

When asked about their experience with AI and ML, expert XVI stated: “In practice not many concrete applications have been observed in procurement. There are, however, more and more AI-enabled services, for example, the German start up Scoutbee where AI technology is part of a solution for procurement (…). Other use cases cluster around master data and business logic adaption, e.g., from the brewery business for data quality (use technology to tidy up the basement).”

A case study of cost analysis at a German automotive manufacturer demonstrated that regression trees and Bayesian optimization have the potential to lessen the inherent uncertainty associated with supplier selection while making it measurable to some degree within the total cost ownership framework (Spreitzenbarth and Stuckenschmidt, 2021). Similarly, in a recent automotive case study at the German manufacturing group BMW, a comparative study with different cost estimation algorithms was conducted (Bodendorf et al., 2022). This may include the deduction of targets for new parts based on the specific characteristics and could be extended to an autonomous request for information tool. In addition, it may be useful to concentrate on specific aspects as knowledge representation and reasoning, e.g., predicting quality costs (Degraeve et al., 2004). Also, a case study of the bundling problem has been conducted with an automotive software organization utilizing forward-looking procurement planning data of requisitions to recommend to the buyers potential saving opportunities (Spreitzenbarth et al., 2024). Buyers commonly utilize spend analysis as an essential method to proactively identify potential savings, manage supply risks, and optimize their purchasing...
power (Sammalkorpi and Teppala, 2022). Technology providers like Amazon, Coupa, Jaggaer, SAP, and Sievo often employ recommender systems (Völlmer et al., 2018; Lindsey, 2020; Allal-Chérif et al., 2021) that utilize collaborative filtering and content-based filtering techniques to assist industrial buyers in discovering relevant information (Park et al., 2011). In addition, natural language processing can aid in master data management such as eliminating duplicate supplier entries, rectifying misspellings, classifying requisitions and invoices, and aggregating spending data from individual group companies into the holding structure (Sammalkorpi and Teppala, 2022). Moreover, based on construction project data in Taiwan, neural networks are more reliable compared with regression methods and case-based reasoning as machine learning approaches (Chou et al., 2015). Even if only a small and inaccurate information set is available, machine learning approaches in expert systems can make complex decisions under uncertainty (Caputo and Pelagagge, 2008). Furthermore, neural networks can help designers make decisions early in the development process. As most life cycle cost is defined in the early development stages, engineers can substantially reduce the total cost by querying the model with updated high-level product attribute data to guide them through the conceptual design at target cost.

When asked about other relevant applications, expert XVIII from Great Britain stated: “Cost analysis can also be strategic - as data foundation procurement strategy! For instance, design to cost (...). There is no single solution and prioritization for every organization. In general, prioritize use cases where there is a strong data foundation. Take the biggest cost driver, e.g., construction and installation of cables. And really understand this market through AI utilizing transparency.”

Negotiation support can be provided through the analysis of the spread of offers and an examination of cost breakdowns to determine high-competitive or low-competitive situations. If there is intense competition, an optimized auction setting could be recommended considering the specific circumstances of the tender; if there is not much competition, an in-depth analysis could be initiated supported by human cost engineers with machine learning algorithms (Schulze-Horn et al., 2020). In addition, offers could be generated for the potential suppliers decreasing their opportunity costs including a derived target price to be competitive. Natural language understanding can be applied to scan contracts providing feedback to buyers and legal counsels for contract review and approval processes (Booth and Sharma, 2019), for instance by IBM or Icertis as part of an encompassing contract lifecycle management solution (Guida et al., 2023). Moreover, Bayesian learning and genetic algorithms as distributed artificial intelligence can support negotiations with incomplete information (Sim et al., 2009) and expert systems may be able to adequately address complex negotiation situations, e.g., with knowledge representation and reasoning (Matwin et al., 1989). Opponents’ moves can be predicted using neural networks and other machine learning approaches (Carbonneau et al., 2008), for example for spot buying. The management consultancy BCG described a coaching tool based on machine learning algorithms to support negotiations since experienced buyers use typically a similar set of negotiation tactics, which may not be ideal for each situation estimating that an additional savings of five percent may be feasible if the negotiation is supported by the full range of tactics (Schuh et al., 2022).

When asked about their technological understanding, expert X said: “Algorithm development, retrieve data, able to identify cluster and interpret these results to make them useable. As an example, what kind of negotiation should be conducted? An approach could be to recommend an action through the analysis of the spread of offers and cost breakdowns to determine a high or low competitive situation. If high, do that. When low, do that. This could be kind of a navigation system for procurement.”

A pilot at the retail chain Walmart of automated negotiation was conducted for minor items achieving savings previously unexploited with start-up Pactum from the United States of
America (Kahn, 2021). Computers that negotiate with distributed artificial intelligence will become indispensable, for instance in smart grids where human negotiation is too slow and expensive (Baarslag et al., 2017) possibly negotiating in n-dimensions, such as prices, payment and logistics terms as well as quality and temporal factors. Thereby, buyers can focus on oversight and parameter tuning with machine learning approaches (Moosmayer et al., 2013). A hybrid Bayesian fuzzy game has been applied to improve negotiations of construction materials with knowledge representation and reasoning (Son et al., 2014) such as through fuzzy inference theory using customizable strategies as knowledge representation and reasoning (Lin et al., 2011). Others modeled opponents in multi-issue negotiations with distributed artificial intelligence. The efficiency of multi-issue negotiation thereby depends on the availability and quality of knowledge about the opponents, i.e., how well the preferences and priorities of the other parties are understood (Hindriks and Tykhonov, 2008). However, when computer negotiation is utilized without establishing control mechanisms, it does not bring value per se but may even lead to suppliers increasing prices, if it is not well introduced (Cui et al., 2022a). In general, neural networks as machine learning approaches achieve better results than traditional statistical methods (Oliver, 1996). Yet, they have drawbacks, such as local optima, lack of generalization, and uncontrolled convergence. Support vector machines may overcome these drawbacks in terms of explanatory power with machine learning approaches (Guosheng and Guohong, 2008), which is important to build trust with machine learning approaches (Guo et al., 2009). Also, a consortium of major Japanese industrial, non-governmental, and academic organizations highlights the use case of highly standardized services and for materials buying, because of close to real-time adjustment of the price, delivery date, and quantity for example in the automotive supply chain (Automated Negotiation SCM Consortium, 2023). Yet, autonomous agents are treated differently by humans and held to a different ethical standard that is likely to change as the technology evolves (Baarslag et al., 2017). For instance, research such as Mell et al. (2020) has shown that several principal organizations prefer that their negotiation agents employ ethically questionable tactics such as withholding information and emotional manipulation. Overall, the expert assessment of this use case cluster was divided. While some consider automated negotiation a major step forward, others highlight topics such as supplier innovation, partnership management, and sustainability that are more essential than the mere negotiation of prices and conditions. Machine negotiation is likely to be faster, more data-driven, and order quantities might be lower with a tendency toward shorter lead times and more suppliers. To sum up, human-machine results are promising (Cui et al., 2022a; Saenz et al., 2022) with a myriad of questions for future research.

Expert XX questioned, “for automated negotiations, does a machine actually negotiate more often or more strongly than humans?” While a machine can conduct many negotiation rounds, its effectiveness requires human expertise to find and correctly quantify the actual preferences of the business function to set the objective function. Expert IV contrasted that while this be accurate for a number of instances, it does not necessarily apply for all types of requisitions: “An interesting use case is automated negotiation especially of smaller requisitions as the long tale of spend that have previously not been negotiated.”

Bayesian networks can provide resilience-based supplier selection frameworks as knowledge representation and reasoning based on performance indicators such as delivery robustness, innovation, total costs, quality of products, and sustainability aspects (Hosseini and Barker, 2016). Fuzzy-Bayesian supplier selection has been applied as knowledge representation and reasoning (Ferreira and Borenstein, 2012), as well as a neuro-fuzzy case study in the cosmetic industry with machine learning approaches (Vahdani et al., 2012), in combination with optimizing inventory lot sizing using control methods (Moghadam et al., 2008) and humanitarian operations with machine learning algorithms (Venkatesh et al., 2019). This could be used, for instance, to optimize volume allocation in multi-source
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nominations. These models have been applied under a fuzzy environment to evaluate decision criteria and with knowledge representation and reasoning (Yücenur et al., 2011). Since it is difficult for decision-makers to provide exact values for these input factors, fuzzy analytic networks as learning paradigms may calculate the weights of each factor, e.g., in the packaging industry case study in Taiwan (Kang et al., 2012). Partner selection is a potential lever in improving the sustainability of the supply chain, this has been applied in reverse logistic centers for green supply chains in Chinese manufacturing companies integrating fuzzy inference theory and artificial immune optimization technology as knowledge representation and reasoning (Wu and Barnes, 2016). Hybrid methods incorporate multiple techniques to select suppliers by calculating a score to account for qualitative and quantitative factors. A hybrid genetic algorithm with ant colony optimization has been applied with a multi-objective linear programming model considering product quality, price, and delivery capacity as machine learning approaches (Luan et al., 2019). Neural networks can be used to forecast supplier bid prices and to estimate the possibility of a successful deal as machine learning approaches (Lee and Ou-Yang, 2009). The Chinese information technology corporation Alibaba has initiated an automatic request for quotation as a service with integrated chatbot features to automate communications (Cui et al., 2022a). In the State of Utah in the United States of America, distributed artificial intelligence was applied to support the selection process of construction suppliers minimizing subjectivity bias in the decision-making (Kashiwagi and Byfield, 2002). The Singaporean government applies search methodologies and control methods to prevent procurement fraud. Great Britain has published guidelines for the regulation of AI and ML technologies in public procurement (Deloitte, 2020) highlighting the benefits but also the need for control. So far, no corporate purchasing guideline for AI and ML in a private organization has been identified. Yet, guidelines such as by the international organization World Economic Forum (2019) advocate the potential of procurement to effectively function as a gatekeeper in particular by setting privacy and information security standards and making ethical considerations part of the offer evaluation criteria. Overall, supplier selection received the highest research attention of the clusters. However, based on the expert assessment, it may be advisable to focus research attention on other use cases, particularly in the operative area.

4.3 Operational level
Many expect AI and ML to be implemented in operative areas first, however, there are few works on operational use cases as illustrated in Fig. 3. The identified operational publications mainly cluster around risk monitoring, ordering, and supplier evaluation.

Table 5
Overview of the operational works meeting the inclusion criteria.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster</th>
<th>Publication</th>
<th>Research method (adapted from Spina et al., 2016)</th>
<th>CCS class (ACM, 2012)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Risk monitoring</td>
<td>Nepal and Yadev (2015)</td>
<td>Case study</td>
<td>Knowledge representation and reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ordering</td>
<td>Bodaghi et al. (2018)</td>
<td>Model building</td>
<td>Knowledge representation and reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Faez et al. (2009)</td>
<td>Literature review</td>
<td>Machine learning approaches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplier evaluation</td>
<td>Narasimhan et al. (2001)</td>
<td>Model building</td>
<td>Machine learning approaches</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
For **risk monitoring**, the German start-up Riskmethods has developed a risk monitoring tool (Guida et al., 2023). Benefits are, for example, the ability to act quickly based on keyword and location searches, particularly with complex sub-supplier management such as for semiconductors. Supplier selection and risk management are inextricably linked, e.g., failure modes and effects analysis from the field of reliability engineering and Bayesian networks as **knowledge representation and reasoning** have been combined to quantify risk factors in a case study of a chemical distributor in the United States of America (Nepal and Yadev, 2015). In addition, the technology consultancy Accenture has built supply chain risk cockpits to assess supplier sides individually with a risk score based on regional factors such as pandemic lockdowns (Papa et al., 2019). An emerging concept is the supply chain control tower, whereby the machine learning algorithms are often combined with simulation to expand resilience by increasing supply chain transparency (Schuh et al., 2022). Finally, compliance reviews, patent reviews, and fraud detection round up the potential risk monitoring toolbox.

When asked about their experience with AI and ML, expert III stated: “**Use case evaluation for procurement internally and with IT systems providers. An example is news crawling and social media analysis. Risk management use cases seem very attractive, for instance using the Global Database of Events, Language, and Tone with meta-data of billions of historic and current news sources. Also interesting are predictive use cases for pricing. Yet first we must lay a solid data analytics foundation and later add further analytics capabilities. There must be a descent data quality!”**

Chatbots can help not only internal requestors navigate through the **ordering** process as part of a guided buying information technology system but also answer standard questions from the supply base (Botfriends, 2023). In addition, supplier onboarding, capacity planning, and purchasing controlling could be supported in a similar way through **machine learning approaches** (Faez et al., 2009). Siemens is using a bot for logistics services that finds the contracted rate, provides the next best available rate, or the option to start a new request for quotation (Straub, 2019). The United States Airforce is working with IBM to guide potential vendors through the about two thousand pages of Federal Acquisition Regulation to receive more and better offers (Deloitte, 2020). Also, capacity and contract data can be matched with orders comparing prediction and actual, e.g., to provide actionable recommendations to reach volume bonuses through **knowledge representation and reasoning** (Bodaghi et al., 2018).

When asked about their experience with AI and ML, expert XIV from the United States of America stated: “**Bots take over the standard jobs, there is potential for either less buyers or more time for strategic consideration with negotiation of long-term contracts, cost reductions, and relationship building. A good example is contract comparison in different formats with versions management. Another example are standard goods with catalogues for self-service of requestors (just like Amazon hands off catalogue) where buyers can support hands on catalogue, e.g., for special goods.”**

**Supplier evaluation** can improve results when performance history, geography, and price are considered. Supplier ratings for instance of engineering, sustainability, quality, and logistics may be aggregated and proposed automatically by **machine learning approaches** (Narasimhan et al., 2001). Fuzzy logic in combination with the analytical hierarchy process has been applied since it explicitly handles vague, ambiguous, and imprecise data by **knowledge representation and reasoning** (Shore and Venkatachalam, 2003). Lastly, supplier quality management could benefit from analyzing defects in the inbound quality control to deduct process and product improvements while reducing quality costs.

5. Discussion

As outlined in the introduction, the engagement of different perspectives is essential in order to find a holistic answer to the research question. Chief procurement officers may ask the
question of what types of data need to be systematically gathered for AI and ML technologies and promote data-driven decisions, thereby building trust in the data and algorithms when they are used to augment the skills of buyers. The technology provider Amazon pointed out that "Procurement is rich with data, and that means AI and machine learning can be especially impactful in helping businesses save money, manage supplier risk, and meet customer demand with speed and agility. But some companies, especially those that are smaller or tech-averse, believe AI-powered procurement is out of reach" (Lindsey, 2020).

It is thereby important to consider, where and how the data is gathered and processed to facilitate current and further use cases (Herold et al., 2022). Particularly experts from large organizations pointed out that it is essential to have a holistic view of data processing needs and capabilities to enable cross-functional usage instead of allowing data silos to exist. No sector-specific bias was apparent, however, principally, the pain points and technological solutions of large organizations public or private alike were quite different than those of comparatively smaller organizations. Moreover, it was evident during the literature search that there are relevant applications in public organizations that may be applicable to private organizations and vice-versa without a strong indicator that one is further ahead of the other. Similarly, many of the identified use cases are relevant for direct and indirect procurement.

When asked what leading AI and ML technology organizations do differently than others, expert II stated: “More pragmatic, different thinking! Direct and indirect savings also with a long-term perspective and a clear focus on data quality.” Expert X added: “Other organizations such as Google must value flexibility, and therefore have adopted a very different mindset. For our organization, there is a classical efficiency focus with strong project steering and clear business plans (…). Yet, I believe that the mechanism of the past does not necessary work in the future, and we must now set a solid foundation of it!”

According to Detlef Schultz, Chairman of Vodafone Procurement Company within the telecommunication service group, "artificial intelligence will help the category managers grasp the information they need to do their job" (Marlinghaus, 2018). Generally, it may be advisable to apply these emerging technologies not for incremental improvements of already highly optimized processes, but particularly for new challenges such as sustainability that are prone to data-driven decision-making, such as risk management and negotiation. For instance, data on sustainability such as by EcoVadis that can be utilized by analytical models is becoming more readily available in addition to software-on-demand solution providers like Prewave. As Markus Wagner, Head of Procurement Strategy and Sustainability at Porsche pointed out “for us, this is about transparency. Artificial intelligence simplifies the complex analysis of data, allowing us to address partners directly and request improvements in sustainability”. Currently, there are often proof of concepts only that either do not scale or do not fit well enough for practical application in the field. Moreover, several of the identified use case clusters in the literature lie at the internal and external purchasing-marketing. Thus, more research should be conducted on how to enable the cross-functional potential such as Nitsche et al. (2021b), Spreitzenbarth et al. (2022), and Burger et al. (2023).

Overall, the experts showed a preference for approaching the application of AI and ML in PSM from the business value while considering the organizational strategy, current information systems landscape, data quality, and available talent. While some experts highlighted that AI and ML support human decision-making for instance through recommendation systems augmenting the skills of buyers, others are open for example to autonomous negotiation agents that can make their own decisions whereby humans focus on parameter tuning and oversight (Moosmayer et al., 2013). As the Chief Executive Officer of Pactum, Martin Rand pointed out, “what will fundamentally change is that all commercial deals nowadays have either a lot of data associated with them, or a lot of complexity or a high velocity of data. People are needed to manage strategic deals which machines cannot, but such complexity is very tough because
people cannot think in a multidimensional space but machines are made for that” (Murray, 2022). In addition, autonomous agents may be unbiased and could potentially be free of unethical behavior. For instance, a negotiation bot for a public or private organization does not receive gifts or free entertainment that could influence a supplier selection decision. Generally, machine learning approaches such as neural networks are widely researched especially for automated negotiation. Knowledge representation and reasoning is extensively utilized especially for dealing with uncertainty in supplier selection, and distributed artificial intelligence is often applied for examining the actions of multiple agents.

However, overall, there is comparatively more research activity for the clusters automated negotiation and supplier selection than how the business value and the ease of implementation have been assessed in the expert interviews. Measuring the research activity following Equation 1 in the methodological section by multiplying the number of publications of the cluster with the number of citations, the largest cluster is on supplier selection, where many different frameworks have been proposed by literature to select the right suppliers based on data-driven algorithms. Measuring the use case cluster attractiveness following Equation 2, by aggregating the respectively three sub-dimensions of the business value and ease of implementation through the expert interviews, among the most attractive clusters are cost analysis and operational use cases grouped in risk monitoring, ordering, and supplier evaluation. The research activities from the material evaluation are matched with the results of the interviews following Equation 3. This relative measurement allows for comparing the clusters for their present research activity in blue coloring and their assessment in the interviews in orange coloring visualized in the figure beneath.

![Fig. 6. Comparing research activity and cluster attractiveness of the identified clusters.](image)

As visualized above, the application of artificial intelligence and machine learning technologies in the operative area of procurement necessitates more research attention. In addition, it is compelling that some clusters are not yet well researched if at all described by popular publications. This restricts the extent of a systematic literature review; however, this limitation is likely to be overcome with more research and implementation. For instance,
similarity analysis of parts based on specifications and technical drawings could yield substantial savings due to the reduction of variations and complexity. In addition, due to its responsibility to own the relationship with the suppliers, procurement is in a unique position in the supply chain to exploit this data potential (Nitsche et al., 2021b; Wamba et al., 2021). For example, in the automotive industry, procurement typically could access a variety of information concerning supply chain partners, prices and conditions, delivery reliability, and specifications (Hofmann et al., 2017). Data of related functions, i.e., from marketing, controlling, engineering, and quality may be cross-functionally shared through a standardized data structure such as a data lake. However, across all industries, there is still a low usage of advanced procurement analytics, whereby data integrity and quality issues are hindering performance increases (Handfield et al., 2019).

When asked about process data, expert III stated: “Data is the new oil for corporations worldwide. I often deal with structured data, e.g., from procure to pay and all kinds of data from procurement. It would be great to process data end-to-end in the supply chain, e.g., production supplier with tooling overall equipment effectiveness (supplier integration). This could enable further use cases, e.g., predicative maintenance or for switching production capacities in a switch manner. Thereby, AI can clean and sort data.”

Choosing a technological solution is a crucial decision because of the opportunity to tap into an ecosystem. When considering whether to build proprietary applications or purchase existing solutions, there is a trend toward buying rather than making them from scratch, by which the costs for training and model maintenance must be taken into consideration. This is consistent with the aforementioned Deloitte survey, whereby most organizations acquire solutions rather than building them in-house (Mittal et al., 2022) for example through presumably plug-and-play software as a service offerings. However, as pointed out in the methodological section, the digital transformation is not an end but must provide value to the organization to justify the investment. Therefore, the technology adoption must fit with the dynamic capabilities needs of the organization (Teece et al., 1997).

Vice-versa managerial decision-makers need to ask the reverse question, of the direct and indirect consequences of not engaging with this emerging technology, particularly for managing data of the supply chain network and generally supplier-buyer relationships. Claims by information technology providers of simple solutions through application programming interfaces to established systems such as enterprise resource planning must be individually analyzed considering the often highly customized information systems landscape with legacy systems. Several experts stressed that the integration complexity is often underestimated in practice. In particular, AI and ML technologies must be accompanied by stringent change management including training and if feasible, provide the opportunity to actively take part in the model training following the findings of Dietvorst et al. (2018).

Furthermore, the former leader of the AI and ML research groups at the search engine providers Google and Chinese Baidu Andrew Ng has emphasized the advantages of beginning with small-scale applications: “My advice for executives, in any industry, is to start small. The first step to building an AI strategy, (...) is to choose one to two company-level pilot AI projects. These projects will help your company gain momentum and gain firsthand knowledge of what it takes to build an AI product” (Ng, 2019). One of the primary implementation drivers that was empathized by the interviewed experts was the quality of decisions in combination with scalability, e.g., reviewing several million contracts quickly and consistently. An often-mentioned common pitfall was data generation with unequal probabilities of inclusion and opportunity structures. In addition, the talent gap might hinder the potential to be realized as well as legal and ethical aspects. While training the workforce was considered important to enable buyers with their internal and external stakeholders to use the technology, most experts agreed that new talent must be hired in order to effectively introduce and manage the emerging
technologies. This fits with the findings of Bals et al. (2019) that identified competencies related to sustainability and digitization are becoming increasingly essential for future PSM professionals. Another often highlighted aspect in the interviews was the need to connect prototypical concepts early to existing systems, otherwise, the costs of introduction with training are often too high in addition to the necessary maintenance for operative deployment.

When asked what technology champions to do differently, expert VI from the Netherlands stated: “Better marketing. IT giants have real-time big data in contract to classical manufacturing companies. Therefore, it is difficult to compare. Learning works better with large amounts of data. Now what is big data in fact? Hundred cases, ten thousand? Often in procurement and business-to-business not enough data, business-to-consumer has more data in an hour than a typical manufacturing procurement organization in a whole year.”

Thereby, one must consider each problem individually, not looking with the technological hammer for problems that seem similar. Transparency into the metrics and data remains critical, i.e., data should be provided on how vendors were selected, how data security is ensured, and how the algorithms were trained (Vollmer et al., 2018; Ziegler et al., 2019). One potential approach is to focus on the major cost drivers, e.g., for telecommunications installment of cables - understand trends and make predictions based on data - deeply understanding this supply market through artificial intelligence and machine learning. Finally, should academia start to support managerial AI or ML pursuits - or procurement managers start to use the potentials identified in the research? While this mixed-method review has shown that research still trails practice concurring with Allal-Chérif et al. (2021) and Guida et al. (2023) among others, this work intends to encourage pragmatic research following Tranfield et al. (2003) to foster an evidence-informed digital transformation of public and private procurement organizations worldwide.

6. Conclusion

This inductive mixed-method review offers an overview of artificial intelligence and machine learning in procurement with 46 works from 1989 to 2020 that have been iteratively assigned to 11 use case clusters. During the systematic search, it became apparent that a practitioner’s perspective is essential in this early phase of the adoption of these emerging technologies. In addition, during the keyword search, the researchers identified that there is a need to use an established ontology for the precise wording of the applied techniques.

Comparing the results of the systematic literature search with the expert assessment, alignment but also mismatch were apparent as visualized in Fig. 6. The cluster cost analysis requires higher research attention while other use case clusters may be deemphasized such as building another model for supplier selection based on fuzzy logic. For some clusters, the interviewed experts had divergent opinions, such as on applications to strengthen supplier sustainability or the usage of negotiation bots. Moreover, there seems to be a gap in the literature on artificial intelligence and machine learning in the operational area of procurement, which many believe to be first considered due to data availability. If the technology is to fulfill the promise of not just effectively complementing the skills of buyers but also freeing them of repetitive, mundane tasks, more research and practical applications are necessitated for operational purchasing activities.

6.1 Theoretical contributions

The developed classification framework combines commonly accepted models from operations and supply chain management and computer science into a unified framework that enables a deeper understanding of AI and ML in PSM. Methodologically, content analysis based on Mayring (2014) was extended by utilizing interviews to enrich the material evaluation to include practitioners’ points of view in the analysis of the literature. In addition, this is the
first known review to apply the Computer Classification System that is visualized in Fig. 5 and utilize the related ACM Guide to Computing Literature to strengthen the interpretation and assessment of the coding, in particular, what types of technologies have been applied. This work thereby started with the umbrella term “AI” in mind, but for clarity in the discussion e.g., if an algorithm is considered as artificial intelligence, machine learning, or another kind of computational method, it was decided to choose this de facto standard from computer science as the researchers deemed the various understandings confusing and not useful to conduct a structured literature review.

Most works meeting the inclusion criteria can be attributed to machine learning with about sixty percent of publications and citations while a few classes of artificial intelligence have been seldom applied so far such as search methodologies and computer vision. As described in Table 1, most works in the current nascent state of research do not explicitly mention theories, yet several works are based on fuzzy logic, transaction cost economics, and game theory. In addition, some works distinctly focus on concrete applications in manufacturing, transportation, and construction but most works can be characterized as rather general and not directed toward the particulars of specific use cases or industries.

The publications meeting the inclusion criteria were mainly published in technical journals and conferences, only three of the 46 publications were published in a major journal with an emphasis on procurement, namely the Journal of Supply Chain Management. This is reflected in Fig. 2 which summarizes the publication outlets of the works meeting the inclusion criteria of the review. Schoenherr and Tummala (2007) conducted a review of electronic procurement in general with about one hundred and sixty articles in over eight publication outlets. Similarly, Nguyen et al. (2018) identified close to one hundred papers on the encompassing theme of big data analytics in operations and supply chain management in almost fifty different journals. Based on the results of this literature review, it appears that the finding still holds, which may contribute that there is not yet a common wording basis for the successful digitalization of procurement organizations. Therefore, this work intends to encourage researchers to submit manuscripts to journals specifically focused on purchasing and supply management to disseminate knowledge in this field and thereby create a stronger basis of common definitions.

6.2 Practical implications

The state-of-the-art in artificial intelligence and machine learning is described with a myriad of potential applications along the strategic, tactical, and operational levels for both direct and indirect procurement, which are summarized in Tables 3, 4, and 5. Presently, many existing solutions are limited to proof of concepts that either lack scalability or fail to sufficiently align with practical applications in the field. Chief procurement officers must be more patient and allow for more trial and error. Again and again, there is close to no useable data, therefore it is paramount to start now to lay the foundation to profit in the future through investing in people, data, and technology. Moreover, having both the domain knowledge and the technology toolbox will be an important skill set for future buyers.

In addition, an important consideration is to align guiding purchasing principles, especially for public procurement of intelligent systems such as in Great Britain that is highlighting the benefits but also the need for control. Policies might be enacted on how these systems should be designed to profit society, partners, and suppliers thereby influencing the further development of these technologies requiring more research. Moreover, this review calls attention to relevant questions of ethical implications at the buyer-supplier interface and its impact on relationships, power balance, and profits. Furthermore, the insights from literature and interviews may guide procurement executives in their transformation toward procurement 4.0 to better understand the dynamic capabilities needed to successfully steer the organization.
6.3 Limitations and future research

Finally, as the keyword search did not lead to sufficient results, an extensive snowballing search had to be conducted in this early maturity stage of AI and ML in PSM. Four commonly used databases were explored to reduce possible biases; yet, for instance, Web of Science, Scopus, CiteSeerX, and the ACM Digital Library itself might have added more to the search. Thus, an extensive snowballing search needed to be conducted through forward and back searches of the initially identified works as described in the PRISMA statement in Fig. 1. The apparent lack of common terminologies could be improved by firstly utilizing established frameworks such as the Extended Purchasing Process or the Computing Classification System, i.e., for indexed keywords, and secondly by encouraging scholars to publish their works in PSM-focused publication mediums to form such common wording basis for these emerging technologies such as Guida et al. (2023) or Meyer and Henke (2023). As an example, Burger et al. (2023) described four case studies that may be assigned to the clusters ordering, supplier pre-qualification, risk monitoring, and cost analysis.

While the review of the literature has led to a generally positive outlook on the technology, hurdles for their successful implementation have been identified echoing the findings of related research. Key issues are discussed such as algorithm aversion, ethical considerations, data quality, model maintenance, integrity complexity, or finding the right talent, however, many challenges are not only unspecific to procurement and can be found in more general reviews such as in Wamba et al. (2021), but also typically pertain to the digital transformation in general. Furthermore, the Supply Chain Operations Reference model was primarily utilized as a demarcation line to other operations and supply chain management processes such as production or logistics in order to strengthen the accountability of the coding instead of just declaring that this paper is predominately focused on procurement topics instead of related make or deliver and return processes as sometimes the line can be blurry. For example, the article by Shore and Venkatachalam (2003) was on the edge between supply and enable processes. After discussions among the coders, the categorization was tilted toward supply since the paper primarily examines supplier evaluation within the supply chain network. Moreover, the framework offers a systematic account of purchasing and supply management activities and could be used for clarity in wording for use cases similar to the Computing Classification System of the Association for Computing Machinery. In addition, the classification of risk monitoring after conducting and analyzing the interviews could have been set on the strategic level of procurement and the use case cluster automated negotiation can be described more precisely with the term autonomous negotiation.

Moreover, although sampling bias and selection bias were remedied by involving multiple researchers and considering diverse perspectives in the expert interviews, there is still a certain degree of embeddedness in the researchers’ network. Also, based on the focus of the research objective, the interviews enriched the systematic search of the literature with empirical insights, however, for instance, separately conducted cross-case analysis, world cafés, focus groups, multiple case studies, or surveys could yield further results. Additionally, while the Computing Classification System has proved useful for the purposes of this review, detailed definitions for each level 1 to 6 classification would strengthen its explanatory power, especially for scholars outside of the domain of computing science. Considering the current dynamics in the field, systematic reviews should be conducted regularly, for example, a review based on a natural language processing methodology could yield interesting insights especially when a higher level of maturity has been reached. Such literature analysis may build upon Suurmond et al. (2023) recently published in the Journal of Purchasing and Supply Management, where research clusters with their interlinkages were data-drivenly identified, and discussed how textual similarity and network analysis methods may be used in the research area.
Matching the literature and the empirical assessment of the expert interviews based on the quantitative measure following Equation 3, the cluster cost analysis deserves more research attention. Also, the results of the comparative analysis suggest deemphasizing AI and ML research on supplier selection, which is currently the most pronounced cluster. In addition, sustainability was one of the clusters with a strong difference in opinion in the assessment. Due to relatively little previous research and the current general interest, AI and ML for supplier sustainability is a relevant area for future research. Another cluster with a divergence in opinion was automated negotiation, which some rate as highly important and others as not so relevant as essential negotiations are not likely to be fully automated soon.
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Appendices

A. Semi-structured interview guideline

Background understanding

- Could you briefly describe your organization, e.g., headquarter, history, number of employees, products, revenue, procurement volume, etc.?
- What is your current position? How many years have you been in this position?
- What is your understanding of artificial intelligence?
- Have you had experience with artificial intelligence methods at your work? If yes, what kind?
- When you implemented AI technology, what was the influence of processes and results? What is your main motivation for this investment (efficiency/ quality/ costs)?
- What kinds of structured and unstructured data do you often process and analyze? Where does the data come from? Besides, which decisions must you take based on this data?
- What kind of information system are you currently using such as enterprise resource planning tools?
- Where would you rate your current analytics capability and why?
- Are you likely to adopt robotic process automation or AI methods within the next two, five, or ten years?
- What do you think AI champions such as Amazon, Alibaba, or Google do differently?

Evaluation of use case clusters

In the literature, several clusters were identified and iteratively categorized following a search for common themes in the literature loosely tied with established frameworks such as the Extended Purchasing Process (van Weele, 2018). Please rank them on their business value and ease of implementation from one denoting very low/ hard to five denoting very high/ easy.

See Table 2 in the section on triangulating results.

Business value:
- Financial value considers the savings and sales growth potentials
- Customer value targets service quality, product quality, and process improvements
- Strategic value views sustainability, degree of innovation, and differentiation

Ease of implementation:
- Input data considers data quality, availability, and complexity of the data sources
- Required know-how assesses the required domain and technical knowledge
- Change effort considers process changes, system adaptations, and culture

Use case cluster:
- Procurement strategy sets the strategic orientation of procurement
- Strategic supplier management concerns the overall supplier portfolio and procurement spend
- Sustainability considers environmental aspects
- Supplier pre-qualification determines the potential suppliers
- Cost analysis dives deep into the costs to identify saving potentials
- Negotiation support is the preparation and assistance of buyers
- Automated negotiation means machine-based negotiation
- Supplier selection determines the framework to select the right suppliers
• Risk monitoring identifies risks along the process
• Ordering considers the workflow to complete the order
• Supplier evaluation monitors the performance of selected suppliers

Closing questions
• At which level of procurement (strategic, tactical, and operational) is AI likely adopted the quickest?
• Which of the use cases would you rank #1, #2, and #3? These will be marked above with a bold script
• Which other interesting use cases could you see? They can be added accordingly in Table 2

B. List of expert interviews

Table B.1.
Anonymized list of expert interviewees.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organization type</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Employees</th>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Order</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturer</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>1,000 - 50,000</td>
<td>Procurement Analytics Manager</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consultancy</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>1,000 - 50,000</td>
<td>Senior AI consultant</td>
<td>II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturer</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>1,000 - 50,000</td>
<td>Analytics Procurement Specialist</td>
<td>III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information technology</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>&lt; 1,000</td>
<td>Co-Founder</td>
<td>IV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retail</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>&gt; 50,000</td>
<td>Supply Chain Director</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research institute</td>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>1,000 - 50,000</td>
<td>Professor of Supply Management</td>
<td>VI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information technology</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>&gt; 50,000</td>
<td>Lead Architect Connected Customer</td>
<td>VII</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information technology</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>&lt; 1,000</td>
<td>Co-Founder</td>
<td>VIII</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research institute</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>1,000 - 50,000</td>
<td>Senior Researcher</td>
<td>IX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturer</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>1,000 - 50,000</td>
<td>Vice President Procurement Strategy</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information technology</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>&gt; 50,000</td>
<td>Senior Procurement Product Manager</td>
<td>XI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consultancy</td>
<td>United States of America</td>
<td>1,000 - 50,000</td>
<td>Partner and Director</td>
<td>XII</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturer</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>&gt; 50,000</td>
<td>Digitalization Procurement Manager</td>
<td>XIII</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information technology</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>&gt; 50,000</td>
<td>Director Purchasing Information Technology</td>
<td>XIV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information technology</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>&gt; 50,000</td>
<td>Senior Business Development Manager</td>
<td>XV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consultancy</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>&lt; 1,000</td>
<td>Associate Partner Purchasing Innovation</td>
<td>XVI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consultancy</td>
<td>United States of America</td>
<td>&gt; 50,000</td>
<td>Principal Director</td>
<td>XVII</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telecommunication</td>
<td>Great Britain</td>
<td>&gt; 50,000</td>
<td>Director Supply Chain Management</td>
<td>XVIII</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturer</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>1,000 - 50,000</td>
<td>AI Innovation Manager</td>
<td>XIX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturer</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>1,000 - 50,000</td>
<td>Managing Director Evangelist Data Science</td>
<td>XX</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Highlights

- 46 works of AI and ML in PSM were iteratively classified in 11 use case clusters
- Content analysis method was extended by interviews to enrich material evaluation
- The Computer Classification System was utilized as clearly defined taxonomy
- Identified a mismatch between current research focus and practitioners’ assessment
- Cost analysis deserves higher attention and the operational area of procurement
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